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3. Proof of theorem 1
In this section the inversion formulas (0.8) and (0.10) will be proved
respectively. The formula (0.8) is equivalent to
1 ~+~ A 00
(3.1) lim ~ J TV (1)Y2(X,A)dA J f(t)Y1(t,A)dt=Hf(x-0)-t-f(x-t0)}.
1' ...... 00 nt ).1- i l' 12 /" 0
To prove (3.1) we consider two cases:
1. f(t) 0 if O<t<x,
II. f(t) -- 0 if t >«.
Case I is contained in lemma 1, because we may specify
in view of (1.31) and (1.32).
To treat case II we remark that the function K(x, t; A) satisfying (0.2)
as a function of x with initial conditions
(3.2)
is equal to
()
K(t, t; A)= 0, ()x K(x, t; J,)lx~t = 1,
K( t: A) = y*(x, A)y(t, A)-y(x, },)y*(t, I,)
x, , W( *. A)y,y ,
for any pair y and y* of linearly independent solutions of (0.2), where
W(y, y*; A) is the Wronskian of y and y*. This means that case II is
equivalent to
).1+11' '"
+ lim J AdA f f(t)K(x,t;A)dt=!nif(x-O).
Jl-+ 00 A... -ilS 0
(3.3)
( lim ).TI' W}'(1)Y1(X,A)dJ, f f(t)Y2(t, A)dt
11'-+00 ).,-il' 12 1\ 0
f
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In view of (1.23) and (1.32) we may apply lemma 2 with
to the first limit in (3.3), because (0.7) implies (2.18).
Hence it remains to show that
(3.4)
).,+il' :t
lim SAd), S f(t)K(x, t; )')dt=O.
JJ-+ 00 A1-ip 0
(3.6)
First consider the integral in the A-plane
....+il' il' -il' ).,+il'
(3.5) S AK(x,t;A)dA= S + S + S =!t(t, ft)+I2(t,ft)+13(t, ft) .
....-~ -~ ....-~ ~
On the line ReA=O the function K(x, t; A) is an even function of ).,
because as a solution of the differential equation (0.2) with the initial
conditions (3.2) it is an entire function of ).2. Hence 11(t , ft) vanishes.
For 12(t, ft) and 13(t, ft) we use
K( t: ~)= Yl(X, A)Y2(t, A)-Y2(X, A)Yl(t, A)
z, ,1'0 WI 2(1.) .
From (1.23), (1.31) and (1.32) we deduce
as ftt -+ 00, ft -+ 00 uniformly in t on 0 < t ~ x, uniformly in ). on the line
segments joining - ift with Al - ift and ift with Al + iu ; the upper or lower
sign in the exponential has to be taken as Im I Z O. Hence
12(t, ft) +13(t, ft) = _1_ [cos (ft + iAl)(t - x) - cos (ft - iAt}(t - x)]
x -t
(3.8)
as ft -~ 00, ftt -+ 00 uniformly in t on 0 < t ~ x. Prom this, the lemma of
Riemann-Lebesgue, (3.5) and (0.7) we obtain
(3.9)
:t ....+il'
lim S j(t)dt S AK(x,t;A)dA=O.
1'-+00 GIl' ....-il'
From the formulas (1.14), (1.13) and (1.3) we obtain in case votO
(3.10)
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as At~O, A~= on ReA~O, uniformly in t on t>O. Hv=O the first
two O-functions in (3.10) should be replaced by O((At)ilog (At)). On account
of (1.23), (1.31), (1.33), (3.10) and (1.32) we have
(3.11) AK(x, t; A) = O((,ut)Hp) +O((,ut)i- p) +0 (~)
as,ut ~ O,,u~ =, uniformly in t on O ~t ~x, uniformly in A on the line
segments joining - i,u with Al -i,u and i,u with Al +i,u. Hence if v,60:
as ,ut~ 0, ,u~ oo uniformly in t on 0 ~ t ~ x. In case v = 0 the terms
O((,ut)Hp)+O((,ut)i- v ) in (3.12) have to be replaced by O((,ut)ilog(,ut)).
From this, (3.5) and (0.7) we obtain
(3.13) GI/S ',+'"lim J I(t)dt J AK(x, t; A)dA=O
IJ-+- co 0 A..-it'
for all v satisfying (0.4). Combining this with (3.9) gives
(3.14)
z •• +.,.
lim J I(t)dt J AK(x,t;A)dA=O.
/S--+ 00 0 ',-i/S
Changing the order of integration in (3.14) is justified by (3.6), (1.14),
(1.17) and (0.7); which shows (3.4). This completes the proofofformula (0.8).
The formula (0.10) is equivalent to
~ 1 ••+ l/Slim - . f(3.15) ~ /S--+OO nt .1, - 1/. A 00Wl2(A) YI(X, A) dA [ I(t) Y2(t, A)dt
= H/(x- 0) +I(x+ OJ}.
In order to prove (3.15) under the conditions of theorem 1, we consider
again thc two cases, where I(t) vanishes identically at the left or at the
right of t = x respectively. Now case II is contained in lemma 2, if we
observe that (0.9) implies (2.18). Hence it remains to show that (3.15)
holds in case I or equivalently
(' .1,+1/. A 00
) }~~ •• L/S W
12
(A) Y2(X, A) dA! l(t)Yl(t, A) dt
(3.16) ,
(
.,+I/S 00
- lim f AdA f l(t)K(x, t ; A) dt = !nij(x+ 0).
/S--+ 00 .l,.-i/S z
Functions which satisfy (0.9) will certainly satisfy (2.1) and this means
that lemma 1 can be applied to the first term in (3.16). So we have to
show
(3.17)
16 Jndagationes
••+f/S 00
lim J AdA J j(t)K(x, t; A) dt = O.
Jl-+ OO l.-ip rr
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The rest of the proof is very similar to the treatment of (3.4). We assume
(3.5), where It(t, fl) vanishes. To treat 12(t, fl) and 13(t, fl) we use (3.6)
again, but now (3.7) takes the form
as fl --+ =, uniformly in t on i > x, uniformly in A on the line segments
joining - ifl with Al - ifl and ifl with Al T ifl; the upper or lower sign in
the exponential has to be taken as Im A~ O. This can be seen from
(1.14), (1.17) and (1.32). Hence
( 12(t, fl) -1-13(t, fl) 0= _1_ [cos (fl+ih)(t-x) - cos (fl-i?I)(t-X)]
, x-t
(3.19) .
( + e,,(t-Z)O (1)
as u :> oo, uniformly in t on t~x. Using the lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue
and (0.9) it follows that
(3.20)
.00 ,,+il'
lim S j(t)dt S ?K(x, t; i.) dA= O.
jJ~OO x Ai-ill
Changing the order of integration in (3.20) is justified by (3.6), (1.14),
(1.17) and (0.9); this shows (3.17). This completes the proofofformula (0.10).
4. Some applications
Example A. The simplest application of the preceding theory may
be obtained, when we consider the differential equation
(4.1)
Here we may take e(x, A) = e- J.." while we find e(x, A) = cosh?.x or e(x, i.) =
= ~ sinh Ax,depending on the initial conditions (0.11) or (0.12) respectively.
Applying theorem 1 in these two cases and adding the results, we obtain
a complex inversion formula for transforms related to (4.1).
Theorem 2. Let the conditions on x, Al and t(t) oi theorem 1 besatisfied.
It (0.7) holds, then
(4.2) 1 "HIl 00lim . S e'zdi. S t(t)e-'t dt~Ht(x-O)+t(x+O)}.
Il-+ 00 2:n:~ ',-ill 0
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If (0.9) holds, then
1 ).,+ip 00
(4.3) lim -2' S e-A"'dA S f(t)eAtdt=Hf(x-O)+f(x+O)}.
1'-+ 00 n~).,-if' 0
The inversion formula (4.2) for the one-sided Laplace transform can
be found in WIDDER [16, Oh. II, Theorem 7.3] under somewhat more
general conditions on x and }'l.
Example B. Taking q(x) == 0 in (0.2) we obtain the differential
equation (1.1) for the modified Bessel functions. In one of the foregoing
sections their properties have been shown and the following theorem is
immediate.
Theorem 3. Let the conditions on x, }'l and f(t) of theorem I be satisfied
and let -t~ Re v5t.
II (0.7) holds, then
(4.4)
I A,+ip 00S ().x)y, I. (AX) d)' S I(t)(},t)y, K.(At) dt =
n~ A.-ip 0
Hf(x-O) + f(x+ O)}.
(4.6)
If (0.9) holds, then
~ lim -.!... ATP (},x)Y, K.V.x) d)' f f(t) ()..t)Yz I.(At) dt =(4.5) 1'-+00 n~ A,-ip 0 . Hf(x-O)+f(x+O)}.
The formula (4.4) is essentially due to MEYER [II, Satz I], while (4.5)
seems to be new, although KOH and ZE:\fANIAN [9] have proved a formula
similar to (4.5) for certain generalized functions.
Example O. We now turn to integral transforms with a hyper-
geometric function as kernel. The theory of this type of transform acting
on B2(0, oo] functions has been given by TITCIIMARSII [14, section 4.18],
while we will treat this transform under £h conditions. Therefore we
consider the hypergeometric differential equation (see [14]):
d2 y dY
X(X + I) dX2 + {y+ (iXt-I)X} dX - (},2- !iX2) Y = 0, X> 0,
which has solutions
Yl=x-aF(a, I+a-c; I-I-a-b; - ~). Y 2=F(a, b; c; -X)
where a=A+tiX, b= -A+tiX and c~y. Putting
X = sinh'' tx, Y =r(x)y,
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then the equation (4.6) becomes
(4.7) d
2
y -{A2+ (y-l)2-1 +q(X)} y=o
dx2 x2
where
2(IX -1 )(2y -IX - 1) cosh x +2IX2- 4yIX -; (1- 2y)2 (y -1)2 -!
q(x) = 4 sinh2 x - x2
and
(
eX- 1)1+1"-1' .
r(x)= -- smh-t"x.
eX + 1
The function q(x) thus obtained is continuous for positive x and q(x)
E ih(O, (0). The solution Yl corresponding to Y1 has an asymptotic be-
haviour
while the function Y2, corresponding to Y2 behaves as
Y2(X, A) ,....., Bx1'-1 as x.j, 0,
where A and B are parameters, not depending on x. Thus if t s::; Re y < ~
the solutions Yl(X, A) and Y2(X, A) of (4.7) satisfy the conditions (0.5) and
(0.6) respectively. Using some well-known properties of the hypergeometric
function (cf. ERDELYI [3, 2.10 (2)]) we find for the Wronskian of Yl and Y2:
Wx [Yl(X, A), Y2(X, A)]=
= {r(~)}2 Wx[sinh-2a t xF (a , 1+a-c; 1+a-b; - sinh-2~x),
F(a, b; c; - sinhs ~x)]
= {r(~)}2 Wx [X-aF (a, 1+a-c; It-a-b; - ~), Fta, b; c; -X)]
=_I_{X(X+l)}Y. wx[x-aF(a l-a-c'lla-b' _2-){r(x)}2 ,. ,-, 'X '
F(c)F(b-a) ( 1) b F(c)F(a-b)
x-« F(c-a)F(b)F (a, l+a-c; l+a-b; - X +X- F(c-b)F(a)'
. F(b, I-t-b-c; 1 tb-a; - ~)J
__1_ { y. F(c)F(a-b) .
- {r(x)}2 X(X + I)} F(c-b)T(a)
Wx [ x-« F(a, l+a-c; 1+a-b; - ~), X-bF (b, 1+b-c; 1+b-a; - ~)J
1 T(c)F(a- b) _ -b .b F(c)F(a - b)
,....., {r(x)}2 T(c-b)F(a) (a-b) X a ,....., 2a-r F(a)T(c-b) (a-b)
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as X ~ oo, Since W;/;[Yl(X, A), Y2(X, A)] is independent of x, we obtain
W A - a+b T(c)r(a-b) _ _ '"+1 r(y)r(2A)
X[Yl(X, ),Y2(X,A)]-2 T(a)r(c-b)(a b)-2 r(A+tlX)r(A-tlX+y)A.
We are now ready to formulate our theorem.
Theorem 4. Let the conditions on x, Al and f(t) of theorem 1 be satisfied
and let t~ Re y~i- If (0.7) holds, then
j
. 1 A,+iiJ r(A+tlX)r(A+y-tlX) 00
lim -: S r(2A) Y2(X, A)dA S f(t) Yl(t, A) dt(4.8) jJ-.+00:7l~ A,-iiJ 0
=2'" r(y){f(x-O)+f(x+O)}.
If (0.9) holds, then
(lim ~. A'fiJ r(A+tlX)r(A+y-tlX)Yl(X,A)dA j f(t)Y2(t,A)dt
(4.9) ) 1'-->00 :7l~ A,-iiJ r(2A) 0
? =2'" r(y){f(x-O) +f(x+ O)}.
Example D. Our last example deals with the generalized differential
equation of Legendre
d2w dw { m2 n2}(4.10) (l-u2) u2 -2u du + k(k+l)- 2(I-u) - 2(I+u) w=O, u>l,
of which linearly independent solutions pkm.n(u) and Qkm,n(u) have been
defined by KUIPERS and MEULENBELD [6]. After the substitution U= cosh x
and some transformations (4.10) becomes
(4.11)
where
and
y(x) = (sinh x)Y2 w(cosh x).
Hence the function q(x) is continuous for positive values of x and q(x)
E 21(0, oo], The equation (4.11) is satisfied by (sinh x)t pkm.n(cosh x) and
(sinh x)l Qkm,n(cosh x). From KUIPERS and MEULENBELD [8, (1) and (7)]
it can be seen that
e"im(sinh x)Y2 Q;;m. -n (cosh x) 1'-' Ae-(kH)x as x ~ oo,
and
(sinh x)Y2 Pr·n (cosh x) .--;Bxs:» as x-\. 0,
where A and B parameters, not depending on x; cf. (0.5) and (0.6).
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In order to find the Wronskian of the solutions we refer to MEULEN-
BELD [10, (8)]:
Wz[Pr'" (z), (Jr'" (z)] =
1
1- Z2
(z not lying on the cut (- 00, 1])
and to KLIPERS and MELLENBELD [7, (ti)]:
Hence we conclude
Wz [(sinh x)Y. enimQ;;m. -,. (cosh x), (sinh x)Y.Pr'" (cosh x)] = 1.
This enables us to formulate the next theorem.
Theorem 5. Let x and k1 be real numbers with x>O and ki> -i.
Let f(t) be a function, defined for positive values of t and of bounded variation
in a neighbourhood of t~x. Let -t~ Rem~t.
If
(4.12)
then
e-(kdUt f(t) E 21(0, 00),
I
1 k,+il'
lim -2' S (2k+ l)(sinhx)Y.P;:'·"(coshx)dk
1'-+ 00 n~ k, -il'
(4.13) rj(t) eni '" (sinht)YzQ;;m. -n (cosh t) dt"" Hj(x-O) + f(x+ O)}.
00
S f(t) (sinh t)Yz Pr'" (cosh t) dt = Hf(x - 0) + f(x +O)}.
o
If
(4.14)
then
Ilim1'-+00(4.15) 12ni
e(Milt f(t) E 21(0, 00),
k,+il'S (2k + l)e"im (sinh x)Yz Q;;m. -,. (cosh x) dk
k,-il'
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Restating this result in another way, we obtain a theorem which has
been found by BRAAKSMA and MEULENBELD [I, Theorem I] under some-
what different conditions 1).
Theorem 5a. Let x and k1 be real numbers with x>I and ks.> -to
Let f(t) be a function, defined for t » I and of bounded variation in a neighbour-
hood of t=x. Let -t~ Re m~t.
If
(4.16) (t-l)-!f(t)Eih(I,a),t~kl-lf(t)E's,Ma,=) with a>I,
then
~ lim
(4.17) ~ ,,~OO
I
2ni
00
(2k + I) Pr·n (x) dk S f(t) e"im Q;;m. -n (t) dt
1
= Hf(x-O) + f(x+ O)}.
If
(4.18)
then
(t-l)-! f(t) E ih(I, a), thf(t) E Bl(a, oo) with a> I,
~ lim
(4.19) ~ ,,~oo
I
2ni
00
(2k+I)e,,;mQ;;m.-n(x)dk S f(t)Pr·n(t)dt
1
=Hf(x-O+f(x+O)}.
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